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Continued on page 2…. 

DEPARTMENT HARD AT WORK PREPARING COVID19 

SITES FOR ISOLATION AND QUARANTINE:  

THE RENOVATION WORK AT THE TWO BLOEMFONTEIN SITES IDENTIFIED TO 

HOUSE AND CATER FOR THE COVID-19 PATIENTS IS WELL ON COURSE  

MEC Tshidi Koloi conducting inspection at the Phillip Sanders resort after the 

Works Team renovated the facility.  

EPWP Participant part of the Departmental Teams conducting cleaning, renovation 

work at the Phillip Sanders Resort. 

http://www.publicworks.fsworks.gov.za/
http://www.twitter.com/fsdpw
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"We will deliver 

on this commit-

ment and make 

sure that both fa-

cilities here in 

Mangaung are in 

good condition 

and habitable and 

safe to serve the 

purpose of isola-

tion and quaran-

tine” Said MEC 

Tshidi Koloi 

R 
enovation work and general 

landscaping at the two sites, 

namely, the Transnet Build-

ing and Phillip Sanders Re-

sort in Bloemfontein have been pro-

gressing well since the Public Works, 

Maintenance Teams took over to pre-

pare the facilities for Covid19 patients.  

The Transnet Building and Phillip Sand-

ers Resort have been identified by the 

FSPG as isolation and quarantine sites of 

Covid19 patients and those who had 

contact with positive patients.  

The Public Works & Infrastructure 

Teams comprising of Works Inspectors, 

EPWP Participants and Housekeeping 

Personnel have been hard at work at 

these two sites making sure that all the 

landscaping work, rooms, ablution facili-

ties, drainage network, electrical work 

etc, are in good working order.  

“We will deliver on this commitment 

and make sure that both facilities here 

in Mangaung are in good condition and 

habitable and safe to serve the purpose 

of isolation and quarantine,” said MEC 

for Public Works & Infrastructure and 

Human Settlements, Tshidi Koloi.   

“We are pushing my brother, we have 

to meet the targeted time-frame and 

complete the work here,” said Mr. Tsu-

pe Setlhabi the Project Manager at the 

two sites. Mr Setlhabi can be visibly 

seen on site everyday making sure that 

all teams carry the work so as to hand 

over the facility in good time.   

 

SCOPE OF WORKS AT THE PHILLIP SANDERS 

RESORT: 

- Removal of damaged and skimmed ceilings, 

 Fixing of cracked walls, 

- Tilling, 

- Fixing of bulkheads and apply rhino-lite, 

- Plumbing that include, unblocking of sewer drainages, repair of 

sewer pump, fixing leakages and replacement of geysers,  

- Paintwork for internal walls, ceilings and external braai area walls, 

- Glazing, 

- Servicing of fire equipment, 

- Fitting all electrical fittings, 

- Issuing of electrical COC’s per chalet. 

The total number of beds currently receiving attention at the Phillip 

Sanders Resort is about 156 and all of them are sitting at well above 

70% in terms of progress.  

SCOPE OF WORKS AT THE TRANSNET     

BUILDING: 

- Removal of damaged ceilings, 

- Replace of rhino board ceilings, 

- Fixing of water leakages, 

- Removal of passage carpets at Block-A, 

- Installation of vinyl floor covering at Block-A, 

- Paintwork at the ablution facilities at Block-A, 

- Plumbing work at Block-A and repairs and maintenance of show-

ers, taps, and repair of geysers, 

- Fixing of door handles and doors, 

- Fixing of electrical fittings, plugs and light switches, 

- Landscaping that include, cutting of grass and cutting and trim-

ming of trees.    

The Transnet Building has a total of about 348 rooms of which 

Block-A has about 212 and Block-B has about 136. 

The rooms are in good order, clean and ready for occupation at the Phillip Sanders Resort, Bloemfontein.  
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MEC KOLOI EXTENDS A     

HELPING HAND IN 

DEWETSDORP:  

M 
EC for Public Works 

Infrastructure and 

Human Settlements, 

Motshidisi Koloi     

embarked on a community outreach 

programme to fight the spread of the 

COVID-19 pandemic in Dewetsdorp, a 

town just outside Bloemfontein.  

This programme forms part of the 

broader FSPG Programme led by the 

Honourable Premier, Sisi Ntombela, to 

reach out to the vulnerable communi-

ties and offer a helping hand especially 

during this period of the Covid19.   

Joined by some senior managers and 

local councillors, the MEC embarked on 

a door to door programme to donate 

food parcels to the poorest households 

within the Dewetsdorp community.  

The outreach was preceded by the     

provincial programme of educating the 

community on COVID-19 hygiene guide-

lines, social distancing and the donation 

of sanitizers, particularly to residents in 

informal settlements.  

Addressing a team of government offi-

cials the MEC said, "Our people are 

hardest hit by this global pandemic and 

it is absolutely impossible for a caring 

public servant to witness such  poverty 

and not want to lend a helping hand. 

Our people are living in exceptionally 

appalling conditions and we cannot 

fold our arms. We have a huge task 

ahead of us but I firmly believe that 

victory will be attained."  

MEC Koloi was speaking after she had 

visited quite a number of households in 

the area. Amongst others, was a family 

of fourteen living in a two room house.  

“OUR PEOPLE ARE HARDEST HIT BY THIS GLOBAL PANDEMIC AND IT IS 

ABSOLUTELY IMPOSSIBLE FOR A CARING PUBLIC SERVANT TO WIT-

NESS SUCH DIRE POVERTY AND NOT WANT TO LEND A HELPING HAND. 

OUR PEOPLE ARE LIVING IN EXCEPTIONALLY APPAULING CONDITIONS 

AND WE CANNOT FOLD OUR ARMS. WE HAVE A HUGE TASK AHEAD OF 

US BUT I FIRMLY BELIEVE THAT VICTORY WILL BE ATTAINED," MEC 

MOTSHIDISO KOLOI. 

MEC Tshidi Koloi practising “social distancing” as her Team and Local Councillors in Dewetsdorp assist 

the vulnerable with food parcels.  


